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Article abstract
Results of selected experimental work on the biomineralization of gold are
reviewed against the background of historical accounts. The intrinsic ability of
certain plants, and of micro-organismsin particular, to bind metals, functions
in diverse ways to dissolve, immobilize, transport, or precipitate gold under a
wide range of geological conditions. In exceptional cases, ore deposits may be
formed, examples of which may be the phenomenal concentrations of gold in
the Witwatersrand paleoplacers of South Africa. These deposits originated on
early Earth under atmospheric conditions which may have promoted
microbial activity in a continental setting more efficiently and on a larger scale
than at present. A complication is that bacterioform gold in mineral deposits
may be imitated in every detail by inorganic processes. However, there is now
compelling evidence that microorganisms play key roles in influencing the
geochemical behaviour of gold, and effecting its precipitation. This is provided
by the results of laboratory experiments designed to simulate natural
occurrences of gold, and to examine the metal absorption, gold-binding
affinities and properties of specific microbes.
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